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Being for and about fonts this book 
uses the fonts Helvetica Neue and 
all of its weights and Noir-et-Blanc 
which was dowloaded from dafont.
com and designed by Paul Lloyd.

Other Contributors
Page 7’s information was 
appropriated from Wikipedia.
The quote on page 2 is by J.L. 
Frazier and the quote on page 8 
is by Matthew Carter.
If your intellectual property was 
featured here but you weren’t 
mentioned then I appologize and 
would like to fix the error, just let 
me know!
*  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Helvetica
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Helvetican Neue

Aa Bb Cc Dd 
Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii 
Jj K k Ll Mm 
Nn Oo Pp Qq 
Rr S s Tt Uu 
Vv Ww Xx Yy 

Zz 1234567890

X-Height i s the height o f the main 
body of the lowercase letter excluding 
its ascenders and descenders.

Baseline is where all the letters sit. 

 

This 
is the most stable axis along a

 

line of 
text, and it is a crucial edge for aligning 
tet w ith i mages o r with other t ext.

Cap Height i s the distance 
from the baseline to the top of 
the capital letter which 
determins t he letter’s point

 

size. S k

Serifs a re semi-structural details on 
the ends of some of the s trokes that

 

make up letters and symbols.
This is a

 

sanserif font.

Counter is an area entirely or partially 
enclosed by a letter form or a symbol.

Descender Height i s the length o f 
the letter’s descenders, contributes 
to its overall s tyle and attitude.

y a

Condensed Bold
Condensed Black
U l t r a L i g h t
UltraLight Italic
L i g h t
Light Italic
R e g u l a r
I t a l i c
M e d i u m
B o l d
Bold Italic

Helvetica is among the most widely 
used sans-serif typefaces.  Helvetica is a 
popular choice for commercial wordmarks, 
including those for Societe Generale, 3M, 
American Airlines, American Apparel, 
BMW, ECM, Jackass, Jeep, J. C. 
Penney, Kawasaki, Lufthansa, Microsoft, 
Mitsubishi Electric, Motorola, Panasonic, 
Philippine Airlines, Target, University of 
Illinois at Chicago, and Verizon Wireless. 
Apple Inc. has used Helvetica widely 
in iOS (previously iPhone OS), and the 
iPod. The iPhone 4 uses Neue Helvetica.  
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Type Crimes
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They

 
have

 

their

 

own

 

expression;

 

their

 

complexion

 

and

 

pecul iar

 

twi
sts

 

an
d

 

tu
rn
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of

 

line
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im
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not

 

a

 

g r oup

 

of

 

beautiful

 

letters.

Type

 

is

 

a

 

beautiful
 

g roup

 

of

 

letters,
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 Typography is the art and technique of arranging type in order to make language 
visible. The arrangement of type involves the selection of typefaces, point size, line length, 
leading (line spacing), adjusting the spaces between groups of letters (tracking) and adjusting 
the space between pairs of letters (kerning). Type design is a closely related craft, which 
some consider distinct and others a part of typography; most typographers do not design 
typefaces, and some type designers do not consider themselves typographers. In modern 
times, typography has been put into motion—in film, television and online broadcasts—to 
add emotion to mass communication. 
 Typography is performed by typesetters, compositors, typographers, graphic 
designers, art directors, comic book artists, graffiti artists, clerical workers, and anyone 
else who arranges type for a product. Until the Digital Age, typography was a specialized 
occupation. Digitization opened up typography to new generations of visual designers and 
lay users, and it has been said that “typography is now something everybody does.” 
 Typography traces its origins to the first punches and dies used to make seals and 
currency in ancient times. The typographical principle, that is the creation of a complete text 
by reusing identical characters, was first realized in the Phaistos Disc, an enigmatic Minoan 
print item from Crete, Greece, which dates between 1850 and 1600 BC. It has been put 
forward that Roman lead pipe inscriptions were created by movable type printing, but this 
view has been recently dismissed by the German typographer Herbert Brekle. 
 The essential criterion of type identity was met by medieval print artifacts such as the 
Latin Pruefening Abbey inscription of 1119 that was created by the same technique as the 
Phaistos disc.  In the northern Italian town of Cividale, there is a Venetian silver retable from 
ca. 1200, which was printed with individual letter punches. The same printing technique 
can apparently be found in 10th to 12th century Byzantine staurotheca and lipsanotheca. 
Individual letter tiles where the words are formed by assembling single letter tiles in the 
desired order were reasonably widespread in medieval Northern Europe. 
 Modern movable type, along with the mechanical printing press, was invented in 
mid-15th century Europe by the German goldsmith Johannes Gutenberg. His type pieces 
from a lead-based alloy suited printing purposes so well that the alloy is still used today. 
Gutenberg developed specialized techniques for casting and combining cheap copies of 
letterpunches in the vast quantities required to print multiple copies of texts. This technical 
breakthrough was instrumental in starting the Printing Revolution.
 Typography with movable type was separately invented in 11th-century China. Metal 
type was first invented in Korea during the Goryeo Dynasty around 1230. Both hand printing 
systems, however, were only sporadically used and discontinued after the introduction of 
Western lead type and the printing press. 

 Modern movable type, 
along with the mechanical 
printing press, was invented 
in mid-15th century Europe 
by the German goldsmith 
Johannes Gutenberg. His 
type pieces from a lead-
based alloy suited printing 
purposes so well that the alloy 
is still used today. Gutenberg 
developed specialized 
techniques for casting and 
combining cheap copies 
of letterpunches in the vast 
quantities required to print 
multiple copies of texts. This 
technical breakthrough was 
instrumental in starting the 
Printing Revolution.
 Typography with 
movable type was separately 
invented in 11th-century 
China. Metal type was first 
invented in Korea during 
the Goryeo Dynasty around 
1230. Both hand printing 
systems, however, were 
only sporadically used 
and discontinued after the 
introduction of Western lead 
type and the printing press. 

Color
In typography, color is the overall density of the ink 
on the page, determined mainly by the typeface, but 
also by the word spacing, leading and depth of the 
margins. Text layout, tone or color of set matter, and 
the interplay of text with white space of the page and 
other graphic elements combine to impart a “feel” or 
“resonance” to the subject matter. With printed media 
typographers are also concerned with binding mar-
gins, paper selection and printing methods.
Experimental typography
Experimental typography is defined as the uncon-
ventional and more artistic approach to setting type. 
Francis Picabia was a Dada pioneer in the early 
20th Century. David Carson is often associated with 
this movement, particularly for his work in Ray Gun 
magazine in the 1990s. His work caused an uproar 
in the design community due to his abandonment of 
standards in typesetting practices, layout, and design. 
Experimental typography places emphasis on com-
municating emotion, rather than on legibility.

Display Typography
Display typography is a potent element in graphic 
design, where there is less concern for readability 
and more potential for using type in an artistic 
manner. Type is combined with negative space, 
graphic elements and pictures, forming relation-
ships and dialog between words and images.
Color and size of type elements are much more 
prevalent than in text typography. Most display 
typography exploits type at larger sizes, where 
the details of letter design are magnified. Color is 
used for its emotional effect in conveying the tone 
and nature of subject matter.
Advertising
Typography has long been a vital part of promo-
tional material and advertising. Designers often 
use typography to set a theme and mood in an 
advertisement; for example using bold, large text 
to convey a particular message to the reader. 
Type is often used to draw attention to a particular 
advertisement, combined with efficient use of 
color, shapes and images. Today, typography 
in advertising often reflects a company’s brand. 
Fonts used in advertisements convey different 
messages to the reader, classical fonts are for a 
strong personality, while more modern fonts are 
for a cleaner, neutral look. Bold fonts are used for 
making statements and attracting attention.
Inscriptional and architectural lettering
The history of inscriptional lettering is intimately tied 
to the history of writing, the evolution of letterforms 
and the craft of the hand. The widespread use of 
the computer and various etching andsandblast-
ing techniques today has made the hand carved 
monument a rarity, and the number of letter-carv-
ers left in the USA continues to dwindle.
For monumental lettering to be effective it must 
be considered carefully in its context. Proportions 
of letters need to be altered as their size and 
distance from the viewer increases. An expert 
letterer gains understanding of these nuances 
through much practice and observation of their 
craft. Letters drawn by hand and for a specific 
project have the possibility of being richly specific 
and profoundly beautiful in the hand of a master. 
Each can also take up to an hour to carve, so 
it is no wonder that the automated sandblasting 
process has become the industry standard.
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 This is Amy's book of 
typography which contains examples 
of type good and bad.  As well  
as some original art by me, Amy.   
This book's style is inspired by 
the art movement Art Nouveau.


